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UX/CX 
Audit insights 
help grow 
business
Demystifying CX/UX ROI for banks, financials and 
credit unions!!!

Also, discover with a free Ameex UX/CX Audit Report!!!

It’s been long since websites of banks, financials or credit unions moved on from being mere business
cards with their contact information so that Customers and prospects can reach them. Enterprise
websites have rather long since evolved into complete online businesses with 24X7 customer
interactions.
It’s even longer since banks, financials or credit unions moved from being product oriented towards being
customer focussed, leaning towards a digital UX/CX based business growth. However, the challenging
aspect here for these enterprises lies in quantification of the CX value based on which they can make
informed decisions and to achieve optimal customer journey performance.
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When Enterprise goals and revenues are no longer 
being met with through existing website or a web 
product, that is when the CX/UX Audit comes to play.

• A recent Garner study has been quite alarming, 
especially among BFSI marketeers.  The study 
emphasized that 1 out of 3 marketeers are sure 
their primary issues distressingly remain 
unresolved while marketing through their website.

The CX/UX story – where is the 
need?
Sneak peek at real issues that are hurting your CX/UX 
and in turn, your conversions!!!

“In a study from Kantar, it was found that financial institutions that lead in customer experience (CX) have
a higher recommendation rate, a higher share of deposits, and a greater likelihood that customers will
increase their portfolio of new products and services from their bank. Conversely, it was found that
financial institutions that let their customer experience decline risk losing up to 12.5% of their share of
deposits.”(source:https://thefinancialbrand.com/78131/cx-banking-customer-experience-revenue-
growth/)

• Another Google survey among smart phone users has still more startling observations:

o There is a 50 percent increase of smart phone users prior to a couple of years, who are willing 
to instantly buy online

o More than 50 percent of visitors to a site abort or abandon the webpage if its loading time takes 
3+ seconds

o 45+ percentage of individuals would rather not buy a brand if they did not have a mobile 
experience in place

o 90+ percentage of individuals who’ve found mobile experiences of a brand more useful are 
more willing and likely to again buy products/services of the brand
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o When Enterprise goals and revenues are no 
longer being met with through existing 
website or a web product, that is when the 
CX/UX Audit comes to play.
.

How can CX/UX Audit help? An Ameex perspective!
Facilitating precise customer trust creation, real value and long-term deeper engagements!!!

According to a recent Gartner survey, every dollar invested in UX brings in $100 in return. It is hence vital
that Banks, Financials or Credit Unions perform a UX Audit first rather than thinking of redesigning their
websites to woo customers.

https://go.tnsglobal.com/cxplus-us
https://thefinancialbrand.com/78131/cx-banking-customer-experience-revenue-growth/
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What is done in a CX/UX Audit?

To genuinely get to the bottom of prospects’ and customers’ pain points, BFSI enterprises require vitally 
answering the following questions:
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What is a CX/UX Audit?

A CX/UX Audit is also called as a Usability Audit. It is an analysis and evaluation process for a website or
mobile app’s User Interface to identify significant usability problems when Users browse through.
It is more significantly helpful for product, commodity and services companies to evaluate:

• Usability issues in their digital products and,
• Reasons for users to abandon website midway while browsing through products or services
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Where did it go wrong?  At what 
stage online on the website did my 
prospect/customer back out?

Were there any issues in the 
website’s navigational or functional 
aspects while browsing?

What actually went wrong?  What 
were the anguishes my 
prospect/customer faced on my 
website?

What do audit data reveal about 
customer’s needs and their 
behavioural patterns?

Why did it go wrong?  Why was my 
prospect/customer unhappy while 
browsing by website?

What aspects of my website or app 
can be changed so that the business 
performance can be improved?
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At what instances do enterprises need CX/UX Audit?

In the current digital age, there are an entire gamut of instances when enterprises are mandated to 
conduct CX/UX Audit:

Start-ups: No matter when, to gain more insights on prospects/customers to grow the business 
significantly, enterprises compulsorily undertake a CX/UX audit.  CX/UX audits prove vitally useful to start-
ups for their MVP validations.

Product/services Enterprises: Product / services enterprises find a CX/UX audit extremely helpful, at 
whatever time of product / services life cycle it is performed.  Enterprises gain vital insights into their 
performance problems as well as identify those grey areas that critically require immediate improvements.

New function implementation: Enterprises find CX/UX audit extremely useful while implementing newer 
features and functionalities to their product/services.  In addition to assessing the level to which users need 
newer functions, a CX/UX audit also provides insights on their user perceptions and navigability 
convenience features

Validating product / service designs: Before developing a new product/service, enterprises effectively use 
CX/UX audit at the design stage to validate them before finalization so as to make timely necessary changes 
to avoid any significant time or money loss
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What benefits do I get out of a CX/UX Audit?

Give nothing less than what customer want – perfectly timed hyper-personalisation!!!

• Discover the power and possibilities of newer digital Customer Engagement prospects
• Scale newer levels of CX/UX identity across the enterprise
• Present customers with most updated “currently most relevant” action items and offers, being 

“always there” for them
• Data driven analysis to know prospect’s/customers’ needs, precisely and quickly
• Capture actionable insights to draw out clear-cut CX/UX evolution and improvisation plans
• Achieve a Customer delight and satisfaction like never-before
• Display soaring profitability and revenue figures
• Erect a long-lasting foundation of customer trust
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Ameex Roadmap to build perfect CX/Uxs

Be with Customers when they need you more than ever in an era of digital changes!!!
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AMEEX CX/UX AUDIT 
REPORT

Based on User pain-
points, present key 
CX/UX Audit insights

Recommend tool based
seals and fixes for every 
nook-and-corner of 
consumer CX/UX pain-
points

MEETING 
KICK-OFF

Identify CX KPIs 
and goals, present 
Ameex CX/UX 
Audit and related 
process

IMPLEMENT 
QUALITATIVE TOOLS

Qualitative tools are 
not implemented, 
then do so.  Eg: 
Consumer survey 
data, Heat Mapping, 
feedback poll data, 
Usability Tests, start 
customer data 
collection

QUANTITATIVE 
& QUALITATIVE 
DATA ANALYSIS
Recommendations:
CX/UX 
implementations 
based on 
Qualitative and 
Quantitative data 
investigation

With a niche expertise in CX/UX Audits and designs, Ameex consultants have for decades been on the job 
of such intricate analysis.  The intent is to eliminate the need for unnecessary guesswork, but rather 
smartly audit and identify actual prospect/customer needs, and what was actually not working for 
them while browsing the web pages, list down insightful, actionable items to significantly help evolving 
the CX/UX front:

• Identify Quantitative data: What are the pages in your website that are low performing in terms of 
CX/UX (‘Where’)

• Identify Qualitative data: List down every single, end-to-end insights on what is actually happening
while prospects/customers browse through the low performing web pages (‘what’ and ‘why’).

Note: CX/UX Audits form significant pre-requisites for building powerful User Experiences and
engagements. Refer to the Ameex webpage, “A seamless user experience = positive impact on the

bottom line | Ameex Technologies (ameexusa.com)” to gain technical insights.

https://www.ameexusa.com/success-stories/seamless-user-experience-positive-impact-bottom-line
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Ameex CX/UX Audit report – an overview

The key lies in focussing on individuals first and then on the sales!!!

A typical CX/UX audit report from Ameex essentially covers and analyses every touch-point of your brand-
customers.  The report first clearly displays your customer relationship health.  The drilled down vital 
insights detail blocks and drivers in your website/mobile App that make or hinder prospects/customers to 
become your true brand advocates.  These are vital outcome insights that go a long way in helping you 
build a lifetime of trust and value with your customers.
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o Displays your customer relationship health
o Clearly indicates whether your online digital customer relationship detracts or augments 

lifetime of healthy relationship in the customer experience life cycle
o Serves as main driver of future market and customer comparisons and plan your course 

ahead in your CX/UX campaigns

CX/UX Score

o A complete assessment of CX/UX journey
o Mitigating risks by providing source information and proposals for every analysis, and tap on 

every opportunity

A complete SWOT Analysis

o Chalk-out a clear-cut customer segmentation protocol
o Custom-group customers into categories that throw light on their actual loyalty
o Facilitate focus of business in areas that are likely to provide more ROI

Intricate Customer Segmentation report

o Propel customers from being mere prospects or buyers to ‘satisfied customers’ and further 
towards being die-hard brand advocates

o Fill the sales funnel thus with quality leads

CX/UX framework and blueprint
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Prathap Venkatesan

Chief Growth Officer

Prathap.Venkatesan@AmeexUSA.com

+1-847-620-9419

Ameex Technologies Corp HQ

1701 E Woodfield Rd Suite 710 

Schaumburg, IL 60173

Contact Us

Location

Thank you

DO YOU NEED INDUSTRY EXPERTS TO REVIEW YOUR WEBSITE OR MOBILE APP?

Ameex professionals will guide you through the steps needed to seal and fix every single issue faced by 
users while visiting your website or mobile App.  

mailto:Prathap.Venkatesan@AmeexUSA.com

